Envella®
Air Fluidized
Therapy Bed (AFT)
Elevating the Standard of Care
Patients with complex wounds need elevated care. That’s why we developed Envella® bed—our most advanced wound care
surface to date—to help your patients heal more quickly and comfortably.
Building upon Hillrom’s strong legacy, Envella offers many key improvements over its predecessors—taking comfort, safety
and ease of use to new levels.
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ELEVATE COMFORT
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Auto-leveling bead bath and
reinforced side bolsters keep
patients from bottoming out
Adjustable firmness in the
transition between the bead
bath and the head section keeps
patients in the best—and most
comfortable—position
AFT air flow can be adjusted
quickly
Adjustable comfort zones
provide weight-based pressure
redistribution in the head section
Enhanced temperature control
heats or cools the bead bath faster
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ELEVATE SAFETY
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Bed exit alarm (with alert silence)
helps protect patients at risk
of falls
Side/Surface transfer deflates the
head of bed and side bolsters to
help you move patients more easily
and safely
Head-of-bed angle indicator
and alert help you monitor
pulmonary complications
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ELEVATE EASE OF USE
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Simple touchscreen controls
Self-standing siderails and
cord wrap hooks help you
work efficiently
Integrated scale lets you weigh
patients any time without
disrupting the wound site
(especially helpful for dialysis,
CHF, etc.—where frequent
weighing is needed)
High-quality casters and foot
pedal braking make it easy
to maneuver

Better Healing
with Elevated Care
FOR FLAPS AND GRAFTS
Protect against post-op surgical site
complications to help patients with flaps
and grafts heal faster.
FOR STAGE 3-4 WOUNDS
Prevent and treat stage 3-4 wounds with a
superior wound healing environment.
FOR THE ENTIRE CARE CONTINUUM
Faster healing can lead to shorter lengths of
stay, improved financials, and better patient
outcomes in both acute and long-term care.

Elevate your standard of care today. We can help.
Get started at 1-800-638-2546 or visit rental.hillrom.com.
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